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Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services UnleashedSams Publishing, 2009

	The authoritative, example-rich guide to Microsoft’s powerful reporting platform


	With Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services you can quickly deliver relevant business intelligence data wherever it’s needed–across the entire enterprise, and through the entire reporting lifecycle. SQL...
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A Subject Guide to Quality Web SitesThe Scarecrow Press, Inc, 2010

	The Web is always moving, always changing. As some Web sites come, others go, but the most effective sites have been well established. A Subject Guide to Quality Web Sites provides a list of key web sites in various disciplines that will assist researchers with a solid starting point for their queries. The sites included in this collection...
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Diagrammatic Reasoning in AIJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	This book is really the end product of over a decade of work, on and off, on
	diagrammatic reasoning in artificial intelligence (AI). In developing this book, I
	drew inspiration from a variety of sources: two experimental studies, the development
	of two prototype systems, an extensive literature review and analysis in
	AI,...
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Professional Cross-Platform Mobile Development in C#Wrox Press, 2012

	PEOPLE TAKE UP MOBILE DEVELOPMENT these days for a lot of reasons. For some it is all about learning something new, but for many it comes out of necessity of a job or career. Perhaps you see mobile development as the next big thing, just like client-server development was in the 1990s, or web development became in the 2000s. Maybe...
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Big Think Strategy: How to Leverage Bold Ideas and Leave Small Thinking BehindHarvard Business School, 2007

	Business leaders need bold strategies to stay relevant and win. In "Big Think Strategy", Schmitt shows how to bring bold thinking into your business by sourcing big ideas and executing them creatively. With the tools in this book, any leader can overcome institutionalized 'small think' - the inertia, the narrow-mindedness,...
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Preparing for the Worst: A Comprehensive Guide to Protecting Your Family from Terrorist Attacks, Natural Disasters, and Other CatastrophesPraeger Publishers, 2007

	Preparing for the Worst details the best practices in antiterrorism tactics and preparing for disaster. This book is for typical American families, business travelers, corporate executive management personnel, emergency first responders, school administrators, and local government officials responsible for public safety and emergency...
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Murach's ADO.NET 4 Database Programming with C# 2010 (Murach: Training & Reference)Mike Murach & Associates, 2011

	Now in its 4th Edition, this book shows C# developers how to use Visual Studio and ADO.NET to develop database applications the way the best professionals do. You'll learn how to:

	
		quickly create Windows and web applications by dragging-and-dropping data controls in Visual Studio 2010
	
		code your own...
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Learning Microsoft Windows Server 2012 Dynamic Access ControlPackt Publishing, 2013

	When you know Dynamic Access Control, you know how to take command of your organization's data for security and control. This book is a practical tutorial that will make you proficient in the main functions and extensions.


	Overview

	
		Understand the advantages of using Dynamic Access Control and how it...
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Using MIS (4th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	An engaging introduction to how people use IS to solve business problems.


	 


	Using MIS explains why MIS is the most important course in the business school by showing readers how businesses use information systems and technology to accomplish their...
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Deficit: Why Should I Care?Apress, 2011

	At the turn of this century, the American national debt stood at just under $6 trillion and the deficit at a "mere" $86 billion. Today, the national debt has topped $14 trillion, and the yearly deficit for 2011 is projected at a whopping $1.4 trillion.


	According to the U.S. Treasury Department's Annual...
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Data Science For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	Discover how data science can help you gain in-depth insight into your business – the easy way!


	Jobs in data science abound, but few people have the data science skills needed to fill these increasingly important roles in organizations. Data Science For Dummies is the perfect starting point for IT professionals...
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Program the Internet of Things with Swift for iOS: Learn How to Program Apps for the Internet of ThingsApress, 2018

	
		

		With this book, you will learn how to build apps and hardware for the Internet of Things, using Apple's native APIs and industry standard protocols like Bluetooth and HTTPS. You'll start out learning how to access the sensors on the iPhone, move on to building your own accessories using the Arduino and Raspberry...
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